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Abstract—OpenFlow, the main protocol for software-defined
networking (SDN) advocated by Google, requires multiple flow
tables with long and variable rule lengths. For fast packet forward-
ing, using ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) as imple-
mentation of lookup-table has displayed superior performance in
executing the conventional packet classification algorithms. How-
ever, applying traditional TCAM designs to an OpenFlow switch
leads to problems of insufficient word length, inflexible table
configuration, and high-power consumptions. This paper presents
a low-power dynamic reconfigurable TCAM design for OpenFlow-
compliant packet processing. It can support long and variable
word lengths for different flow tables, with less than 5% of area
overhead. To reduce dynamic power consumption without sacri-
ficing throughput, the proposed hybrid-pipelined structure based
on NAND-NOR CAM and pipelined-TCAM, can achieve lower
energy-delay products than traditional TCAM. Moreover, the
proposed self-power gating technique controlled by the mask data
optimizes both NAND and NOR core cells, which lowers power
consumption without additional control and routing overhead.
Finally, the low-power reconfigurable TCAM is implemented in
TSMC 40 nm CMOS technology. The implementation results show
that the energy metric of the proposed reconfigurable TCAM is
only 0.177 fJ/bit/search, at a 416 MHz operating frequency. Thus,
the proposed TCAM design is very suitable for the emerging high
performance packet processing in future SDN applications that
need long and variable word lengths.

Index Terms—High-throughput, low-power, OpenFlow, packet
classification, reconfigurable VLSI design, software-defined net-
working (SDN), ternary content -addressable memory (TCAM).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH growing global data traffic, the backbone network
of cloud services is facing more challenging and severe

requirements. To meet the demands of the backbone network,
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) was proposed in 2009
[1]. SDN has since become one of the most promising archi-
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Fig. 1. A simplified block diagram of OpenFlow switch.

tectures for managing large-scale complex networks. Currently,
OpenFlow, which is advocated by Google [2], [3], is the most
popular SDN protocol/standard and has been standardized [4].
As shown in Fig. 1, to achieve programmability, an OpenFlow
switch requests multiple flow tables with various match-field.
Rule lengths in each table ranging from 32 to 568 bits.

Recently, Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM)
has been applied to packet processing to forward packets
rapidly [5]. Owing to the parallel architecture, TCAM displays
superior performance in executing packet classification algo-
rithm [6]. Although TCAM design had been intensively studied
for computer architecture applications [7]–[10], three major
issues are yet to be addressed when using TCAM to implement
a lookup table in OpenFlow-compliant switches, as shown
in Fig. 1:

1) Insufficient word length: The current version of the
OpenFlow switch must support at least 14 match fields,
with the rule lengths in a flow table may reach 568 bits.
However, the word lengths of most current TCAM de-
signs are insufficient. Moreover, TCAM with long word
lengths cause a long delay path, even resulting in the
worse noise margin.

2) Inflexible table configuration: Multiple-table processing
enables packet classification to be programmable and
stable. Rule lengths in each table are different. However,
traditional TCAM designs with fixed word lengths are
not suitable for variable rule lengths. Applying traditional
TCAM designs to OpenFlow switches will lead to inflex-
ible table configuration and wastage of precious TCAM
resources.
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Fig. 2. Proposed dynamic-reconfigurable TCAM for OpenFlow-compliant
switches.

3) High-power consumption: OpenFlow switches need
greater number of flow tables than traditional network
switches. TCAM is very power-hungry, consuming the
largest portion (as much as 25%) of total power in a high-
end network switch, as discussed in [28]. Multiple-table
processing causes more substantial static/dynamic power
consumptions.

In this paper, we aim to develop a dynamic-reconfigurable low-
power TCAM for OpenFlow-compliant switches. As depicted
in Fig. 2, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) To reduce static power consumption, we optimize both
NAND and NOR core cells. Without additional control
and routing overheads, the proposed self-power gating
technique controlled by mask cells can reduce static
power by ∼42% and dynamic power consumption by
∼15% at the cell level.

2) To lower the dynamic power consumption without sacri-
ficing the throughput rate, we propose a hybrid-pipelined
structure by combining both NAND-NOR TCAM and
pipeline TCAM. Furthermore, we analyze the appropri-
ate size for the NAND-type TCAM, further minimiz-
ing the energy-delay product by ∼45% at the structural
level.

3) We propose a dynamic reconfigurable TCAM to handle
long and variable word lengths. The proposed Filter-Based
Multi-Mode Cascaded (FBMMC) architecture can flexi-
bly support word lengths ranging from 144 to 576 bits.
Moreover, the area and timing overheads of this reconfig-
urable architecture are relatively low, achieving less than
5% of area overhead.

To validate our design, we implement the dynamic reconfig-
urable low-power TCAM in TSMC 40-nm CMOS technology.
The simulation results show that the energy metric is 0.177 fJ/
Bit/Search at a 416 MHz operating frequency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the principles of the OpenFlow switch
and traditional TCAM architecture. Section III presents the
self-power gating technique and hybrid-pipelined structure
for low-power TCAM operation. We illustrate the proposed
dynamic reconfigurable TCAM in Section IV. Section V com-
pares this work to other related works. Section V concludes
this paper.

Fig. 3. Example of OpenFlow multiple-table processing.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF TCAM MACRO

IN NETWORK SWITCHES

A. Operations of OpenFlow Switch

Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of an OpenFlow
switch. It utilizes the OpenFlow protocol and channel to com-
municate with OpenFlow controllers. It can adjust the routing
policy of switches, depending on the network topology and
traffic status, by adding, modifying, or removing the rules of
flow tables. There are multiple flow tables in an OpenFlow
switch. Multiple-table processing enables packet classification
to be programmable and stable. As shown in Fig. 3, when
receiving a packet, the packet header is sent to flow-table_0,
which is typically an initial classifier. It decides which table
can further process this packet header, and then forwards it to
that flow table. The Current Openflow switch (V1.5) support at
least 14 fields, as shown in Table I. Each table can focus on
the selected tuples as the match field, with each field having
mask ability. The lengths of the forwarding rules in each table
are different. The rule lengths in each flow table range from
32 bits (e.g., IPv4_dst.) to 568 bits (14 match fields). In general,
a flow table with a longer rule length gives rough classifica-
tion, which means that it has fewer entries [11]. On the other
hand, a flow table with less tuples (e.g., a firewall) has more
entries [12].

Compared with the conventional switch, an OpenFlow
switch can process multiple layers (L1 to L4) of a packet
header. However, the large-sized and multiple tables cause con-
siderable power consumption. Thus, flow tables for OpenFlow
switch with reconfigurable, high-performance, and low-power
design is essential for the backbone network in the future.

B. Traditional TCAM Architecture

Using TCAM as implementation of lookup-table displays
superior performance in executing conventional packet classifi-
cation algorithm. Owing to the parallel architecture, TCAM can
finish searching and comparison of a packet header in one or a
few clock cycles. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of CAM. A
search word is broadcasted onto SearchLines (SL) of the table
of stored words. The size of the words is L bits and the number
of entries is typically from a few hundred to a few thousand.
Each word has a MatchLine (ML) that indicates whether the
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF OPENFLOW 14-FIELD PACKET CLASSIFICATION RULE SET

Fig. 4. Block diagram of content addressable memory (CAM).

Fig. 5. Conventional L-bit TCAM: (a) NAND-type TCAM; (b) NOR-type
TCAM with a matched case; (c) NOR-type TCAM with 1-bit mismatched case.

search data and the stored word are the same. The priority
encoder outputs the matched location. The CAM with mask
ability is called ternary CAM (TCAM). The masked bit of the
TCAM always matches the search bit, regardless of the content
of the search bit.

There are two types of TCAM: NAND- and NOR-type
TCAM. Fig. 5(a) shows the NAND-type TCAM. When MLPre
is logic 1, ML_NAND is pre-charged to high voltage by
PMOS P2. Search data are sent to the XNOR cell, and the
NMOS N1 is turned off to avoid short current to the ground.
When MLPRe is logic 0, PMOS P2 stops charging the ML.
If the input data match the stored rule, then the ML will be
discharged to the ground. The mask bit can always turn on the
pass transistor of the NAND cell, regardless of the match result
of the XNOR cell.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF NAND AND NOR-TYPE TCAM

Unlike the NAND-type TCAM that pulls ML down when
all match occurs, the NOR-type TCAM discharges the ML to
the ground in case of any miss, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The
mask bit can turn off the pull-down transistor of the NOR

cell. Table II summarizes the differences between NAND- and
NOR-type TCAMs. Because of the long serial pass transistor
delay and threshold drop, the NAND-type TCAM requires more
evaluation time than the NOR-type TCAM at the same word
length. In contrast, the NOR-type TCAM can provide excellent
performance owing to its short critical path delay.

Dynamic power consumption comprises ML and SL power
consumption. SL power consumption is related to the word
length and input pattern. As for ML power consumption, owing
to the low probability of rule matching and load capacitance,
the switched capacitance derived from multiplying switching
activity and load capacitance is also low, resulting in minimal
dynamic power consumption. On the other hand, because of
high switching activity and load capacitance, the NOR-type
TCAM consumes more power consumption than the NAND-
type TCAM.

C. Discontinuous Distribution of Mask Data

Because the OpenFlow switch gathers multiple match fields
in a flow table, the continuous feature of mask data rarely ap-
pears in many-field classification. Therefore, traditional TCAM
designs for single-field classification [14], [16], [23] (e.g., IPv6
destination) that utilize the continuous feature of mask data are
unsuitable for OpenFlow switch or many-field packet classifi-
cation with discontinuous distribution of mask data.

Priority encoder is not suitable for multiple-field classifi-
cation, because the priority of a rule is no longer consistent
with the proportion of mask data itself. Furthermore, the use
of priority encoder results in increased energy consumption of
pattern updates and search operations. Hence, for multiple-field
classification, the concept of Priority Decision in Memory [13]
and the priority field shown in Table I can be utilized to decide
the match result.

D. Challenge of Long-Word Lengths TCAM

Recently, a TCAM with butterfly matchline (Butterfly-
TCAM) was presented by [14] with low energy consumption
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Fig. 6. Power gating technique utilizes a continuous feature of mask data, with
additional control and routing overhead proposed in [14].

design. A TCAM with Low-swing MatchLine Sense ampli-
fier (LVMLSS-TCAM) was developed by [15]. However, both
Butterfly and LVMLSS TCAMs did not consider long word
lengths and reconfigurable architecture. TCAM with long word
lengths will result in larger ML capacitance, which causes
greater dynamic power consumption than traditional TCAM.
Furthermore, TCAM with longer word lengths also affects
search operation. Shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), the total ML
currents of an L-bit NOR-type TCAM for the cases of match
and 1-bit mismatch can be written as follows:

IML_match = L× IOFF (1)
IML_1bit_mismatch = (L− 1)× IOFF + ION (2)

where ION and IOFF are the currents of the matched and
mismatched cells, respectively. Equations (1) and (2) show that
if the ratio ION/IOFF decreases or the word length L increases,
then distinguishing a matched case from a 1-bit mismatch case
would be difficult. As the result, when designing TCAM with
long word length, we should reduce the leakage current and
avoid lengthening the word length directly.

III. LOW-POWER TCAM DESIGN FOR OPENFLOW

To reduce power consumption, we propose a self-power
gating technique at the cell level and a hybrid-pipelined TCAM
at the structural level. These techniques are the fundamental
processing elements of the proposed low-power dynamic recon-
figurable TCAM for OpenFlow-compliant switch.

A. Self-Power Gating for NAND and NOR Cells

Most power reduction techniques in the literature focus on
dynamic power reduction. However, the evolution of semi-
conductor process technology has resulted in leakage power
playing an important role in the total power consumption. As
mentioned before, the leakage component of the TCAM also
affects the search operation. Therefore, it is important to lower
the leakage component of TCAM circuit.

To reduce static power consumption, power gating is a popu-
lar technique at the circuit level. However, the area overhead of
the power gating technique due to global signal routing can be
substantial. Fig. 6 shows a super-cut off power gating technique
with complex control scheme was proposed in [14]. A two-
side self-gating technique to reduce leakage power of the mask
cell and control overhead was proposed in [16]. However, these

solutions take advantage of the continuous feature of mask data,
which can be applied only to single-field packet classification,
but not to many-field packet classification.

Fig. 7 shows the proposed self-power gating technique
(S-PG) for both the NAND- and NOR-type TCAM. The match
results of NAND and NOR-type TCAM, MatchNAND and
MatchNOR is given by:

MatchNAND =
(
(SL1 ⊕D1 +M1) · · · (SLn ⊕Dn +Mn)

)
(3)

MatchNOR =
(
(SL1 ⊕D1) ·M1 + · · ·+(SLn ⊕Dn) ·Mn

)
(4)

where SLi, Di, and Mi are search data, stored data, and mask
bit, respectively. If a mask bit is logic 1, the SLi ⊕Di in (3)
and SLi ⊕Di in (4) are not important for the final match result.
Owing to the mask cells work as usual, the search delay caused
by this power gating technique is very small, which is consistent
with the results of [14] and [16].

Therefore, S-PG technique turns off the XNOR cell in the
NAND-type TCAM and the XOR cell in the NOR-type TCAM
depending on the mask data of each bit. The additional PMOS
and NMOS transistors help reduce the leakage current of the
6 T SRAM storage cell. Moreover, unlike the dynamic power
source technique proposed in [17] that unable to turn-off the
binary cell completely, the proposed technique lowers the stor-
age data D and D to 0 V, further reducing the gate leakage of
NMOS N1 and NMOS N2, and switching activities of NMOS
N3, as shown in Table III. On the other hand, if the mask bit
M in Fig. 7 is logic 0, then the XNOR and XOR cells work like
conventional TCAM.

B. Hybrid-Pipelined TCAM in OpenFlow Operations

Many power reduction techniques are proposed to reduce
TCAM power consumption [5], such as low-swing ML [15]
and low-swing SL [18]. For dynamic power consumption,
hierarchical ML is a very popular architecture to reduce high
ML power consumption, such as pipelined-structure TCAM
proposed in [19] and pulse NAND-NOR CAM (PNN-CAM)
proposed in [20]. PNN CAM takes advantage of both NAND

CAM and NOR TCAM simultaneously. The NAND-type CAM
as a rule filter, consumes less dynamic power than the NOR-
type TCAM. On the other hand, the NOR-type TCAM provides
excellent performance as the main-search component.

Although the filter can lower the activation of main search
components, the main drawback of the NAND ML should be
well considered. The quadratic delay dependence comes from
the fact that adding a NAND cell to a NAND ML adds both a
series resistance and a capacitance to the ground because of the
NMOS diffusion capacitance. Hence, most NAND-type TCAMs
limit the bits of the NAND ML cells to 8–16 in order to limit
the quadratic degradation in speed [5]. The additional delay
caused by the filter result in throughput degradation. When
traffic congestion occurs in the Internet, throughput degradation
can be serious and may even lead to packet dropping, due
to the packet buffer running out. Although the Early-Predict
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Fig. 7. Proposed self-power gating technique, without additional control and routing overhead: (a) NAND-type TCAM; (b) NOR-type TCAM.

TABLE III
TWO MODES OF THE SELF-POWER GATING TECHNIQUES

Late-Correct (ELPC) scheme proposed in [21] can improve
throughputs of hierarchical ML TCAM, it causes extra dynamic
power consumption in the main-search component in the case
of a miss-prediction.

To improve the throughput, 1-bit pipeline registers are in-
serted between the NAND- and NOR-type TCAMs, as shown
in Fig. 8. Owing to the discontinuous feature of the mask data
in an OpenFlow switch, i.e., the mask data may appear in the
rule filters, we replace the NAND-CAM with NAND-TCAM.
Unlike the EPLC scheme, which complete search operation in
one clock cycle, the pipeline registers can divide the search
operation into two stages. The activation of PMOS P3 in Fig. 8,
EN , is given by

EN = MLPre · Match (5)

where Match is the match information of the previous stages. If
match occurs in the first stage, Match is logic 0 and this match
information is stored in the left part of the pipeline register.
It will be passed to the right part of the pipeline register and
PMOS P3 will be turned on to pre-charge the NOR ML in the
subsequent clock cycle. If no match occurs, then PMOS P3 will
be turned off until a match occurs again in the pre-search filter.

Owing to the body effect, the threshold voltage of NMOS
N2 in Fig. 8 is greater than that of NMOS N3. Match arrives
slower than MLPre because of the propagation delay of the
pipeline register. To avoid the glitch that results in unnecessary
pre-charge power consumption shown in Fig. 9, MLPre is con-
nected to NMOS N2, and Match is connected to NMOS N3. To
ensure the functional correctness, if ML_NAND transmits miss-
information, the ML_NOR will be discharge to the ground by
NMOS N4 in Fig. 8 in the next clock cycle.

Fig. 10 presents a ML Sense Amplifier (MLSA) with a gated
clock design. If a match occurs in the first stage, then ML_NOR

will be pre-charged to VDD. Meanwhile, the MLSA will be
turned on and ML_SENSE will be set to logic 1. If a mismatch
occurs in the main-search component, then the MLSA senses
the mismatch condition and pulls ML_SENSE to the ground
once ML_NOR is discharged to |Vtp|. On the other hand, the
MLSA will not be turned on if a mismatch case occurs in the
first stage, thus reduce unnecessary power consumption.

C. Analysis of Hybrid-Pipelined TCAM

Before inserting pipeline registers, the search latency Tdelay

and the search frequency fsearch of the NAND-NOR TCAM
needs to satisfy the following conditions:

Tdelay > TNAND + TNOR, fsearch <
1

TNAND + TNOR
(6)

where TNAND and TNOR are the delay time of the NAND-
and NOR-type TCAMs, respectively, and are dependent on the
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Fig. 8. Pipeline register with selective pre-charge logic is inserted between a 9-bit NAND-type TCAM and a 135-bit NOR-type TCAM. The precharge PMOS P3
of NOR matchline is turned on only when the filter match in the last cycle.

Fig. 9. Glitch resulting in unnecessary power consumption.

Fig. 10. MLSA with gated clock design.

number of bits. After pipeline registers are inserted, the search
frequency fsearch_pipe is given by:

fsearch_pipe < min

(
1

Tsu + Tcq + TNOR
,

1

TNAND

)
(7)

where Tsu and Tcq are the setup time and the propagation delay
of the pipeline registers, typically much smaller than TNAND

and TNOR. Pipeline registers would almost double throughput
when TNAND nearly equal to TNOR. The pipeline overheads are
a few latencies, area and power caused by pipeline itself, these
overheads are acceptable since only 1-bit pipeline register per
ML are inserted.

Except for throughput degradation, the filter with long word
lengths consumes more power in the first stage. The content
of the stored data is typically around 50% “don’t care” data and
50% logic 0 and 1, and the content stored in the filter is only the
left k-bit of the table. If the matching probability of each bit in
the NAND-type TCAM is 0.75, then the matching probability of
the filter is (3/4)k. Due to the low probability of main-search
activation, the average bit of the activated power-demanding
main search is reduced from (L −K) to (L−K)(3/4)k. In

order to achieve maximum power reduction, we analyze the
expected value of power consumption PEX, given as follows:

PEX =

(
3

4

)k

(NANDmatch(k)+NORdyn(L−K))

+

(
1−

(
3

4

)k
)
(NANDmiss(k)+NORleak(L−K)) (8)

where NANDmiss(k) and NANDmatch(k) represent power consump-
tion of mismatch and match cases, respectively, occurring at the
K-bit NAND-type TCAM, and NORdyn(L−K) and NORleak(L−K)

are the dynamic and static power consumption of mismatch and
match cases, respectively, occurring at the K-bit NAND-type
TCAM, and NORdyn(L−K) and NORleak(L−K) are the dynamic
and static power consumptions, respectively, of the (L−K)
bit. In this study, we consider L = 144 for IPv6 lookup tables
[22]. The value of k is scanned from 8 to 20 bits, and K=9
is considered as it minimizes PEX. The modified NAND-NOR

TCAM can maintain low power consumption and high through-
put rate.

D. Layout and Simulation Results

Self-Power Gating Technique: The proposed S-PG tech-
nique and hybrid pipelined TCAM is implemented by Cadence
Virtuoso with TSMC 40 nm library CMOS technology at
0.9 V supply voltage. The search delay is 2.4 ns. All of the
parameters, including interconnects and parasitic, are extracted
from the circuit layout. The post-simulation is done by HSPICE
simulation tool.

Layout views of the NAND and NOR-type TCAM core cell
are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. BL and SL are
separated for lower switching capacitance. Without additional
control and routing overheads, the area overhead of the S-PG
technique is reasonable. We constructed a 256-word TCAM
structure with 135-bit NOR-type and 9-bit NAND-type TCAMs.
The static power consumption is evaluated for the cases when
the mask bit is on and off, while the dynamic power con-
sumption is evaluated for the mismatch case. The simulated
dynamic power consumption is normalized to an energy metric,
measured in femtojoules per bit per search.

Table IV shows the simulated power results with the pro-
posed S-PG technique. We can see a significant power reduc-
tion with the proposed S-PG technique when the mask bit is
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Fig. 11. Layout: (a) NAND core cell with SPG. (b) NOR core Cell with SPG.

TABLE IV
POWER REDUCTION OF THE SELF-POWER GATING TECHNIQUE

Fig. 12. Post-layout waveforms of TCAM with self-power gating technique.

enabled. Only a slight increase (5%) in the leakage power when
the mask bit is disabled. The shutdown of the XOR and XNOR

cells reduces the static power consumption by nearly half.
The proposed S-PG technique also lowers the dynamic power
consumption because NMOS N3 is disabled. If the mask data
is logic 1, then traditional TCAM without the S-PG technique
would consume more dynamic power from unnecessary N3
switching, as shown in Fig. 12.

Table V shows a comparison of the proposed S-PG tech-
nique and other techniques [14], [16]. Our technique not only
effectively reduces dynamic and static power consumption of
both the NAND- and NOR-type TCAMs, but serves well for
discontinuous and discrete mask data in multiple-field packet
classification and other TCAM applications. It is well suited
for OpenFlow-compliant packet processing and the hybrid-
pieplined TCAM, which will be discussed in detail below.

TABLE V
COMPARISONS WITH OHER RELATED WORKS:

POWER GATING TECHNIQUES

Hybrid-Pipelined TCAM Structure Based on S-PG Cell:
Fig. 13 shows the results of a performance simulation for the
hybrid-pipelined TCAM. The timing stability of the TCAM
circuit is related to the critical path: the ML needs to be
pulled down in time when a match and a mismatch case
occur in the NAND- and NOR-type TCAMs, respectively. The
low-power sense amplifier is enabled only when a match oc-
curs in the filter, which accelerates the sensing time of the
NOR ML.

Table VI indicates the throughput improvement by the pro-
posed hybrid-pipelined TCAM. Compared with the NAND-
NOR TCAM without a pipelined structure, the hybrid-pipelined
TCAM can almost double the throughput rate. Although in-
serting the pipelines would cause slight latency overhead, it
can be ignored for the following two reasons. First, the packet
classification in an SDN environment can have the shortest
or the best routing path, depending on the network topology
and traffic conditions. Thus, a slight additional latency in
a packet classification application is acceptable. Second, the
TCAM itself has displayed superior performance compared
with the other packet classification algorithms. Therefore, a
slight latency caused by pipeline registers can be ignored, as the
overall search latency of the TCAM is still considerably low.

Table VII shows the energy-delay products of even and
hybrid-pipelined TCAMs. Because the 9-bit NAND-type filters
are enough to filter the rules efficiently, the main-search com-
ponents are seldom activated, and hence, only static power is
consumed. The average energy metric is lower than that of the
even-pipelined TCAM. Although hybrid-pipelined TCAM re-
quires more evaluation time compared with the even-pipelined
TCAM, it has 45% lower and near-optimal energy-delay prod-
uct. Both the filter and main-search component not only con-
sume very little dynamic power but also maintain reasonable
throughput. This hybrid-pipelined TCAM as a basic processing
element is well suited to the following dynamic reconfigurable
TCAM.

IV. FILTER-BASED MULTI-MODE CASCADED TCAM

The proposed FBMMC-TCAM for OpenFlow-compliant
packet processing can achieve both long and variable word
lengths. Furthermore, the power consumption is relatively low,
with low area and timing overhead.
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Fig. 13. Post-layout waveforms of the hybrid-pipelined TCAM based on S-PG cell.

TABLE VI
THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT OF HYBRID-PIPELINED TCAM

TABLE VII
ENERGY-DELAY PRODUCT: EVEN-PIPELINED V.S. HYBRID-PIPELINED

A. Background and Motivation

As explained earlier, the lengths of the forwarding rules in
each table of an OpenFlow switch are different. The rule length
in each flow table range from 32 bits (e.g., IPv4_dst.) to 568 bits
(14 tuples). Most traditional TCAM architectures can neither
support a long rule length with low power nor reconfigure the
rule length if required.

Cisco was also aware of the problem of variable matching
sizes and therefore proposed Depth Cascading technique [29].
This technique can realize various matching sizes such as 72,
144, and 288 bits by cascading several individual CAM in
serial. However, it suffers from huge search latency. Moreover,
this technique leads to various search latencies with different
matching sizes, causing complex control overheads. On the
other hand, the proposed FBMMC architecture takes advantage
of parallel architecture to configure different word lengths,
therefore realizing constant search latency and lower control
overheads.

A TCAM with 32-, 64-, and 128-bit word lengths that
takes advantage of the continuous feature of mask data to
achieve storage efficiency has been proposed [23]. However,
this design is only suitable for IPv6 applications, which do

Fig. 14. A TCAM with flexible search mode proposed in [24].

not work in multiple-field classification or an application with-
out continuous mask data. Fig. 14 presents a TCAM utilizes
flexible priority encoder to achieve flexible table option that
was implemented in [24]. If the rule length is 320 bits, then
a match occurs at all four parts of the 80-bit TCAM, which
implies that a match of 320 bits occurs. This search mechanism
can extend rule lengths instead of lengthening the word length
directly. However, without any rule filter, the energy metric
(fJ/Bit/Search) is ten times more than the butterfly TCAM [14].
In addition, the use of priority encoder also results in increased
energy consumption of pattern updates and search operations,
furthermore, priority encoder is not suitable for multiple-field
classification.

Therefore, we propose a FBMMC-TCAM architecture,
which features low power consumption and area overhead for
OpenFlow-compliant switches. The proposed dynamic recon-
figurable TCAM has a flexible triple-search mode. A single
search mode that stores 256 rules and 144 bits of word lengths
per rule, a dual-search mode that stores 128 rules and 288 bits
of word lengths per rule, and a quad-search mode that stores up
to 64 rules and 576 bits of word length per rule are all achieved.

B. Operations and Architecture

Fig. 15 shows the architecture of the proposed FBMMC-
TCAM. Four hybrid-pipelined TCAMs are grouped as a
multi-mode processing element. The multiplexer between the
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Fig. 15. Architecture of the proposed FBMMC-TCAM.

TABLE VIII
WORD LENGTHS OF DIFFERENT MODE SETTINGS

NAND-type TCAM and the pipeline can transmit match infor-
mation depending on the mode setting. Table VIII indicates the
different mode settings of the proposed reconfigurable TCAM.
Mode 1 has 144 bits per rule, and the match information of
each filters are independent of each other. In Fig. 15, mode 1
represents four independent rules, and the output shifter shifts
four output results to ML_out.

When in mode 2 (dual-search mode), as shown in Fig. 16, the
first and second hybrid-pipelined TCAMs are grouped together,
and the third and fourth hybrid-pipelined TCAMs are also
cascaded to accomplish a dual-search mode. As a result, mode2
has 144× 2 = 288 bits per rule, including 9× 2 = 18 bits for
the rule filter. To prevent the pre-charge circuit of the NOR-type
TCAM from false activation (e.g., when the search key matches
a 9-bit filter but misses the other 9-bit filter, this match informa-
tion will cause false activation of the main search component),
a 1-bit NOR gate is inserted to check whether the search key
matches both the 9-bit filters. False activation would results in
unnecessary power consumption but also a false match result.
The output shifter shifts two match results to ML_out. In
mode 3 (quad-search mode), four hybrid-pipelined TCAMs are
cascaded. Because 540 bits of main-search components have
greater power consumption than in the case of mode 1 mode 2,
four rule filters are grouped to provide stricter rule filtering.

The block diagram of the designed FBMMC-TCAM is shown
in Fig. 17. The operation is divided into three phases: in the first
phase, a control unit and an IO circuit are used to handle mode
setting, rule searching, and rule updating. Because of the dual-
port design, the second phase can simultaneously perform rule
searching and updating. The last phase outputs a match result by
4 × 64 shift registers. These phases can work simultaneously.

C. Layout and Simulation Result

Fig. 18 shows the layout of the proposed FBMMC-TCAM
array, where four NAND- and NOR-type TCAMs are well
grouped by multi-mode cascaded units. The proposed FBMMC-
TCAM is implemented with TSMC 40 nm 1P9M CMOS
technology at 25 ◦C in a typical design-corner. The post-layout
result of the FBMMC-TCAM shows that the energy metric
is only 0.177 fJ/bit/search, with 50% mask data, and toggled
search patterns. Additional logic gates, global routing, buffers
increase the energy metric compared with the single-search
mode of the hybrid-pipelined TCAM. The maximum search
frequency is 416 MHz.

Because longer length of TCAM consumes more power
consumption, the proposed FBMMC-TCAM can adjust the
length of the filter according to the requirement of the main-
search component. Moreover, the match information of each
filter and the main-search component is only 1 bit and the
mode information is shared by the flow table specification when
required, resulting in low area overhead.

In this design, the proposed FBMMC-TCAM can achieve a
multiple-table option without wasting much of the unused area.
The area and timing overheads of the proposed FBMMC archi-
tecture, shown in Table IX, are relatively low. In addition, every
hybrid-pipelined TCAM is properly utilized without wasting
any storage and search components. This design concept en-
ables easy extension to any mode higher than the triple-search
mode, with the use of additional multiplexers and basic logic
gates. However, a triple-search mode is sufficient for current
OpenFlow specifications. Such an area-efficient reconfigurable
design is well suited for multiple-table processing engines.

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RELATED WORKS

When applying traditional TCAM designs with word length
insufficient for multiple-field packet classification, we need
to apply an additional packet algorithm to handle multi-
ple match fields. Most packet classification algorithms used
in TCAM-based solutions are decision-tree-based [25], [26]
and decomposition-based [11], [27] algorithms. Decision-tree-
based approaches cut the search space recursively into smaller
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Fig. 16. Mode-2 of the proposed FBMMC-TCAM.

Fig. 17. Block diagram of the proposed FBMMC-TCAM module.

Fig. 18. Layout of the FBMMC TCAM array.

subspaces according to a rule set. However, the performance of
decision-tree-based approaches also depends on the rule set. A
cut in one match field leads to duplicated rules in other match
fields, resulting in rule set expansion [26].

Decomposition-based approaches first search each header
field individually, and then merge partial results into the final
result. This approach requires an additional hardware module to
resolve hash collisions. The above techniques split a flow table

TABLE IX
AREA AND TIMING OVERHEAD OF FBMMC-TCAM

with long word lengths into several flow tables with shorter
word lengths. In general, a table with a 568-bit rule length is
split into at least 4 to 12 flow tables [25], which causes a several
times greater search latency than in case of single flow tables.

Table X shows a comparison of the proposed TCAM with
other TCAM architectures. The normalized energy metric de-
fined in [14] is used to have a fair comparison as follows:

E∗ = E ×
(

40

Technology

)
×
(

0.9

VDD

)2

(9)

where E represents energy metric (fJ/Bit/Search) and E∗ de-
notes the energy metric normalized for 40 nm CMOS tech-
nology and a supply voltage of 0.9 V. When applying related
TCAM designs to an OpenFlow switch, although power con-
sumption of Butterfly [14] and LVMLSS TCAMs [15] is low,
they did not consider long word lengths and reconfigurable
architecture; resulting in not only high latency coming from
split table but inflexible table configuration. Since the proposed
dynamic reconfigurable TCAM can support long and variable
word lengths, the search latency is several times less than other
TCAM designs that are insufficient for long and variable word
lengths. Moreover, this is achieved without the need to split the
table or an additional hardware module to deal with multiple
split tables.

Although 4-parallel TCAM design [24] can support long
and variable word lengths with flexible priority encoder, how-
ever, priority encoder is not suitable for many-field classifica-
tion; moreover, the energy metric is ten times more than the
FBMMC-TCAM. The proposed FBMMC-TCAM takes advan-
tage of hierarchical MLs and a S-PG technique to significantly
reduce power consumption. Our design can achieve both long
and variable word lengths, with low static and dynamic power
consumption and high throughput rate. The proposed TCAM
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TABLE X
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENT TERNARY CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE MEMORY

design is very suitable for the emerging high performance
packet processing in future SDN applications that need long
and variable word lengths.

VI. CONCLUSION

We developed a dynamic reconfigurable TCAM for
OpenFlow-compliant low-power packet processing. The pro-
posed FBMMC architecture can configure variable word
lengths using relatively low area and timing overheads. The
proposed hybrid-pipelined structure can achieve lower dynamic
power consumption and high throughput rate. Moreover, the
proposed self-power gating technique lowers static power con-
sumption without additional control and global routing over-
heads. Compared with other reconfigurable architectures, the
proposed FBMMC-TCAM enables a considerable reduction in
power consumption. The proposed TCAM design is very suit-
able for the emerging high performance packet processing in fu-
ture SDN applications that need long and variable word lengths.
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